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i AUTHOR 
Jub jecti :4rdraulic raodel tests pertaining- to the calibration a 

the hollow jet valves of V e Aalcon Dam Outlet 'i.orks 

During recent years there has been a trend to use o;itlet 
valves as devices for measuring; releases of water from reservoirs. 
In instances where the field installations have bean identical to 
those used .-'n nodel studies„ good accuracy has beer. obtained. In 
these cases there has been. sufficient lengths of straight snipe up.-
stream of the valves to assure good velocity and pressure distribu-
tion at the pressure measuring section arbitrarily selected at one 
pipe diameter upstream of the valve inlet. .,hen the model tests 
were made it was realized thz:t variations in approach piping mould 
affect the head-disc:srge relationship, but such cases would not 
be standard and so would have special consideration as the designs 
were developed. The pressure taps upstrean. of tl-z Falcon Dam 
outlet valves all being ii,,-.:ediatelly downstream of bends made the 
calibration of the Falcon dam hollow-jet valves a special problem. 

Two ?'{ydraulie models and one aerodynamic model were used 
.for the c  ibrati :az tests on the Falcon Dsm outlet valves. The 
aerodynamic model represented a portion o;: the piping upstream of 
Uie Y-branch in the United :states Outlet '4orks. This model was used 
to determine to ghat extent the conduit ay stem upstream of the 
Y-branches would have to be represented in the hydraulic models. 
The hydraulic models represented the United States and liexican outlets, 
Since a 6-inch valve was used in both cases, the scale ratios were ltI2 
and ltl5, respectively, for Vhe United States and Mexican outlet works. 
The bydraitlic models are shown on Figure 1. 
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testing was required on the models of the Falcon Dom Chrtlet works 
valves and upstream piping to deteraine to what extent the prototype 
piping would have to be represented in order to fulfi.l.l these 
requirements. It was believed that the valves„ the piping iz.-.:ediately 
upstreams  the Y-branches, =.nd a -portion of the piping upstream of the 
branches would be needed, Because of the nearness of the pressure 
taps to bends in the prototype conduit system, it was considered 
important that they be located accurately in the models  so field 
locations were requested and the model taps installed accordingly. 

The approaches to tie outlet brarches were of first 
importance since if the velocity distribution into them was quite 
symmetrical ti:e penstocks systems upstream could be represented by 
short sections of straight pipe,. An examination of the two designs 
showed the tln:zted States side would be more likely to contain an 
unwj=etrical velocity pattern. in U e pipe ahead of the outlet branch 
t ;an t_:e Mexican side because of t.1.e type of branch connecting it to 
one of the turbine penstocks*  n inexpensive model of li€-,htxeight 
metal rows constructed and tested us3n,- xLr as a fluid to ascertain 
the velocity distribution enterin,v the y-branch. The model represented 
a part of the power penstock#  the branch fran the penstock and the 
length of nutlet pipe from this branch to a paint a short distance 
aborore tine outlet branch. From Bi.tot traverses at the end of the 
model piping it was found that a very sy=etrical velocity pattern 
+existed. This was proof that a rood velocity distribution would exist 
at the entrance of. time Yobrarch and that it would orly be necessary to 
construct the piping of the 17draulic :-_odels to provide this type of 
distribution. From the tests it was concluded that conditions for the 
Mexican Outlet orke -could be less severe and its model could be con-
structed to give a good velocit r pattern; at the entrance of the 
Y-branch. Location of the models in the laboratory provided 3«-1/2 feet 
of straight pipe upstream of the United States Outlet L,orks branch 
and 20 feet upstream of the Mexican ; utlet ".arks branch. These lenrths 
were considered rrTore than, adequate, 

After the extent of the upstream piping had been establisiked,s  
tests were made to determine ix: what detail the pipings  bends, and 
valves downstream of the branches would have to be represented .for tie 
calibration tests* 
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Tests were conducted on Lot".' Tiodels with one leg of the 
brancla represented in its entirety incl,Winp valves  4n.,  the 
other Ath suf Acient, piping to contaLn a calibrated orifice, A 
study of the pressures just upstrean of the valve for various dis-
charges disclosed th..t operation of one lee of the brand would not 
affect the pressure discharge relatil,!xznship in the other. These 
tests proved that a calibration of one valve wlUi the other branch 
leg completely,  closed would apply for all fl m*  

Because of the location o_-' Uie pressure taps near, the 
dovmstrew. ends of pipe bends,, it was expected that the pressure 
heads at the taps would vary with location on the periphery of the 
pipe. Heads at each of the taps were measured for all four valves. 
Since the taps were not loc.-,.,&,.ed exactly s7mmetrical with t-1,.e axes 
of the bends*  the pressure heads at, each were e:pectsd to be dif-
ferents  those to the outsides o-:* the bends 'heing higher that those 
to the insides. Ihitia,13,vs  it was presumed that the average presa-ure 
at the section would be registered in the manifold and that this 
would pe3,zit use of calibrati(-m curves for similar valves connected 
to straij,h t conduits o Measur%ients at the model taps of the LUnited 
States outlet valves showed the pressures to t-he outside of t"Ae uend 
to be as much as 4 percent different farm: those to Vie inside of the 
bends  and U.ose of the Ylexican outlet valves to be as much as 31 per-
cent different* It was found that the pressure head for the two top 
taps (on outside of bend) differed ono slightly. The same was true 
of the two lower taps (those on the inside of the bends). 

Ath a manifold connecting all four taps there -would be 
f1cm from the higher to t-,,e lower pressrare openizgs ana the pressure 
wit in the rAnifold would be between t.* two extremmo The magnitude 
of this manifold pressure would vary depending, on the tap opening 
~,nd other water passage sizes, A calibration with VAs arrangement 
m-ld be pos;Xble 'out would Ole applicable for only the Particular 

arran,-,went and. ester passage size ratios* An accumulation of 
foreit,,r. m.tk;rial in anv openirZ would change the pressure in the 
manifold and thus the pressure discharge relationship* This would decrease 
the messurement accuracy* Corrosion in the openings might result in 
the saxe V-pe,  of action, thus the use of all four taps or P- section 
connected to a manifold was not considered satisfactory, 



Since the pressure heads at the two taps on the izzmer 
curve of the bend were nearly the same and t,-ose at the two taps 
on the outer curve of the bend were nearly the ae,, the circula-
tion within a manifold using either set of two taps would be small 
and excessive corrosion or blocking of a tap would not noticeabl'y 
of f'ect the accuracy„ The use of the taps at thle outer surface of 
the bend was reca=ended because heads of greater magnitude would 
be involved and it was felt that this would result in liore accurate 
recordings of the head* 

Calibration curves based on the press-are head at two top 
taps upstream trw, eacIi valve were prepared for the 72-inch 
Onited '2tates valves and the 90-inch Ifoxicar. valves, Ingures 2 and 3. 
The calilbration curves are based on pressure heads above elevation 
18S.02 for the United States valves and ebove elevation 183.71 for 
the koxican valves (centers of valve entrances), as registK red in a 
manifold connectinf, the two top taps upstrea'a from Vie valves, and 
on valve openings,  in excess of la,) percent because tie noedlle travel 
in tiese inst--%11.,--tion is greater than 1/3 of tt.c valve entranca 
diameter* 

Cq,-Ul to: InternatiorAl Boundary and 
Water C*rmission 2 

Blind to: Assistant Commis3ioner and Qiief 4ng ,ineer 
H, Price 

11. K4 Martin 
J. W. Ball 
D. Colgate 



Figure 1 

United States Outlets 
Right Outlet Complete 
Orifice replacing left hollow-jet valve 

Model scale 1:12 

Mexican Outlets 
Right Outlet Complete 
Left outlet--Laboratory control valve in 

position of left butterfly valve 
Model scale 1:15 

FALCON DAM HOLLOW JET VALVE CALIBRATION 
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FALCON DAM AND POWER PLANT 
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FALCON DAM AND POWER PLANT 
90-INCH NOLL" JET VALVES. MEXICAN OUTLETS 

DISCHARGE CURVES 
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